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agreement with the prediction of the thermodynamic
theory, including adiabatic correction. ' "The value of
C+ is 3560'C. Present results on the behavior of e

near T, seem to be somewhat diferent from those found

by Craig. ' We believe our sample might have fewer
impurities or lattice defects.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The critical behavior of TGS has been studied through
the temperature variation of spontaneous polarization
and dielectric constant near T,. This behavior can be
accounted for by P,=constX(AT)& and 1/e=const
X(AT)», with P=0.51+0.05 and y=1.00&0.01, in
good agreement with the thermodynamic theory of
ferroelectrics which predicts P = —', and y = 1. The

experimental values of P and p from the present study
do not appear to show parallelism with their analogs
in second-order magnetic transitions.

It may be worthy of mention that the observed be-
havior of TGS in the critical region does not contradict
the conclusions of the molecular 6eld theory, in contrast
with the experimental evidence for ferromagnetic
transitions.
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The reQection and transmission of electromagnetic waves by a moving dielectric slab are investigated
theoretically and the reQection and transmission coeKcients are determined. Two cases of the movement
are considered: (a) 'the dielectric slab moves parallel to the interface; (b) the dielectric slab moves per-
pendicular to the interface. Various interesting features concerning the variation of the reQection and
transmission coefficients, angles of reQection and transmission, and the frequencies of the reQected and
transmitted wave, as a function of the velocity of the moving medium, are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

&HE effects of a perfectly reQecting moving bound-

ary upon an incident plane electromagnetic wave
were discussed many years ago by various authors. ' '
The formula for the equivalent index of refraction of a
dielectric medium moving at a uniform velocity with
respect to a reference frame S, as viewed from the
reference frame S, was erst derived by Fresnel. ' ' The
well-known Fresnel formula was then verided experi-
mentally by Fizeau. Sommerfeld gave a rather compre-
hensive treatment of these interesting problems in his
book. ' However, it is somewhat surprising to learn that
the problem of the reQection and transmission of plane

*Supported by the Naval Ordnance Test Station.
'W. Pauli, Theory of Relativity (Pergamon Press, Inc. , New

York, 1958).' C. Mttller, The Theory of Relativity (Oxford University Press,
New Yorlc, 1952).

v A. Sommerfeld, Optih (Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft,
Leipzig, 1959), 2nd ed.

waves by a uniformly moving dielectric slab has not
been treated. 4 The purpose of this paper is to present
the solution to this important problem. The result
shows that there exists no Doppler shift in frequency
for the transmitted wave due to the movement of the
slab. Furthermore, the sum of the reQection coeKcient
and the transmissiori coefficient is not unity in general.
Discussion of these features as well as several other
interesting features concerning the variation of the
reQection and transmission coefficients, the angles of
reQection and transmission, and the frequency of the
reQected waves, as a function of the velocity of the
moving medium will be given.

4 Most recently, Tai treated the problem of reQection by a di-
electric half-space moving in a direction transverse to the direction
of an incident wave. LC. T. Tai, Antenna Laboratory Report No.
1691—7, Ohio State University, 1964 (unpublished); oral presenta-
tion of the 1965 Spring URSI meeting in Washington, D.C.) The
case in which the dielectric half-space is moving towards or away
from an incident wave has been given by C. Yeh, J. Appl. Phys.
36, 3513 (1965).
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where Eo and co are, respectively, the amplitude and the
frequency' of theincidentwave, k, =kp sin8p, k =kpcosHp,
and kp ——co(pppp)'I'. 8p is the angle between the propaga-
tion vector and the positive s axis in the x-s plane.

In the moving sy' stem S'„which is stationary with
respect to the uniformly moving dielectric slab, the
incident plane wave can be represented by the
expressions

(i)I ~ ~ i(kz'x' —kz'z') —i''t'=ED' 8

g, (i) =0

where k ', k,', co', and Eo' are related to combinations of
k„k„co, and Ep by Eqs. (17) when the dielectric slab
is moving in the positive x direction and by Eqs. (21)
when the dielectric slab is moving in the positive s
direction. x', s', and t' are related to combinations of

x, s, and ] by the Lorentz transformations. The re-

jected wave, the wave within the slab, and the trans-
mitted wave must, respectively, have the form

K (t)' A I i(kz'e'+kz'z') —ico't'

g„,(.)'-0, (6)

E„,&»'= (B„'exp( —i((o"pppi —k, 'p)'~pz']

+C ' exp)i ((o"II,p px k.")"z—']}
)(c'vs 8 c 4G1 l (7)

g, (u)'= 0

and
K (g)' / I i(k/'z' —k 'z) —iN'tEy =Gg 8 z

g, (g)' —0 (10)

P„', 3„', C„', and Gg' are arbitrary constants to be
determined by the boundary conditions. Of interest are
the reQected-wave codKicient A „' and the transmitted-

IL THE FORMAL SOLUTION

The geometry of this problem is shown in Fig. 1.
A homogeneous dielectric slab having a permittivity of
~&, a permeability of po, and a conductivity of zero, is
assumed to occupy the space d& s'&0 in the S' system
which is stationary with respect to the slab. The region
outside the dielectric slab is filled by empty' free space
(pp, pp). It is assumed that the dielectric slab may move
in the following directions: (a) The slab moves parallel
to the interface in the x direction with a constant
velocity z . (b) The slab moves perpendicular to the
interface in the z direction with a constant velocity e,.
Finally, the incident wave in the free-space region is
assumed to be plane with a harmonic time dependence.
Only the case for an incident E wave will be analyzed
in detail.

In the observer's system S which is stationary with
respect to the free space, the incident plane wave takes
the form

Incident
Wove

Reflected
Wave

rPo

"' /i
Po

FIG. i.The geometry
of the problem.

Transmitted
Nave

Gg'=
2E '$'k 'e '"""

2$'k, ' cos$'d —i(k,"+P) sin('d
(12)

where $'= (~"happ& —k,")'".In the observer's system S,
the reQected wave and the transmitted wave take the
following forms:

For the rejected wave

E„&"&=A„e px/i(k, ~"&x k, '"&—z)] exp) —ice~" 3], (13)

for the transmitted wave

E„&'&=G,exp(i(k. «&x—k, &'&z)] expL —i~~'&~], (15)

J3 (') =0. (16)

k " kz ")) ~(3 G
to combinations of A „', k,', k, ', ~', and G,' by Eqs (18)
when the dielectric slab is moving in the x direction,
and by Eqs. (22) when the dielectric slab is moving in
the z direction.

Case (a): v= v,e,
Let us consider the case in which the dielectric slab

is moving at a uniform velocity e, in the x direction.
Making use of the covariance of Maxwell's equations
and the phase invariance of a uniform plane wave, we
have the following transformations Preferring to Eq.

k,'=y, fk, cup, /c']=y,—kfpsi nHp P,], —
kz =kz= ko cosep

&

cu'= y, ((u—v.k,) =y.(a )1—P. sinHp],

$ =p kp((py/pp) (1—P, sin8p)' —(sinHp —P )']
Ep =p Ep(1 5 k /m) =p Ept'1 —P, sin8p],

(17)

where 'r*= 1/(1—p ')' p, p, =u,/c, and c is the velocity
of light. Viewing from the observer's system S, we have

wave coeKcient Gg'. Matching the tangential electric
and magnetic 6elds at the boundaries 2'=d and s'=0,
one obtains

iEp'(P —k,")e—""~sin&'d
A„'=

2$'k, ' cos$'d —i(k,"+P) sing'd
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Lreferring to Eqs. (5)-(10)],

Substituting Eq. (17) into (18) gives

pp&"'=&p&"=y (&p'+v k ')

k.& "& =k.& "&=y, (k,'+ p( '/c'),

k.( ) =k, «) =k,',
A „=y,A „'(1+p,k,'/&p'),

Gg ——y,G,'(1+v,k, '/&p') .

where

Q]—jap
2', cosgp exp( —ikpd cosgp)

7

27] cosgp cos(g,kpd) —i(g,'+cos'Hp) sin(g, kpd)

=p L(1 P singp) (p&/pp) —(singp P )'J

~ (r) ~ (&&)
7

k (")=k ( ) =k =kp singp,

k, ("'=k,")=k, =kp cosep,

i(p~/pp 1)—(1—P, singp)'y, ' sin(g, kpd) exp( —2ikpd cosgp)
A„=Ep

2g, cosgp cos(q,kpd) —i(q,'+cos'Hp) sin(g, kpd)
(19)

(2o)

According to Eqs. (19),we note that there exists no Doppler shift in frequency for the reflected and the transmitted
waves. Furthermore, the familiar law concerning the equality of the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection
is preserved. On the other hand, the coefficients for the rejected and the transmitted waves are aff ected by the
transverse motion of the slab.

Case (b): v=v, e,

It is assumed that the dielectric slab is moving at a uniform velocity e, in the positive s direction. Again making
use of the covariance of Maxwell's equations and the phase invariance of a uniform plane wave, we obtain the
following transformations:

&p'= y, (co+v,k,) = r,&p (1+P, cos8p),

k,'= y, (k.+ppv, /c') =y,kp (cosgp+P. ),
Ep =p Ep(1+'p, k,/&p) =y,Ep(1+P, cosgp),

k '= k =kp sinep,

$'= kpLysP (px/ep) (1+P, cosgp)P sinPgpjx&P (21)

where 7,= 1/(1—PP)'~' an&i P,= v,/c. Viewing from the observer's system 5, we have

&p&"&='r, (&p'+v, k, ') k '"'=k, '"=k ',
&p&'& =7,(&p'+p, k,'), k, &o =y, (k,' pp'v, /c')—,

G&——"r,G((1+v,k, '/&p') .

Substituting Eq. (21) into (22) gives

co ('i =or

&p &
"& =&pyPL(1+P, ')+2P, cosgpj,

k " =k ' =kp sinep

k, & "& =kpy, 'L2P,+cos8p (1+P,')j,
k ( ) =kp cosop,

k, &"& =y, (k,'+&p'v, /c')

A, =y.A „'(1+v,k, '/co'), (22)

(23)

iy, 4(p&/pp —1)(1+P, cosgp) L(1+P, )+2IH, cosgpj sin(kpg, d) exp/ 2iy, dk(p—cos+gpP, )j
A„=Ep

2v,g, (cosgp+P, ) cos(g,kpd) iTqP +yP (cosgp+—P,)'5 sin(q, kpd)

2r, (cosgp+P, )g, exp) iy, k pd (co—sg p+P,))
&p 7

2y,g, (cosgp+P ) cos(p,kpd) —i', '+y, '(cosgp+P, )Pj sin(g, kpd)
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with
r), = $p, '(o&/op) (1+P, cosHp)' —sin'Hp]'". (24)

pniipe case (a), there exists a Doppler shift in frequency for the reflected wave. But there is no frequency shift
for the transmitted wave. The frequency shift for the reflected wave is independent of the permittivity of the slab
and depends only on the slab velocity and the angle of incidence. The angle of reflection (8,= tan '~k &")/k, &")

~)
is no longer equal to the angle of incidence However, the transmitted wave still propagates in the same direction
as the incident wave The coeS.cients for the rejected and the transmitted waves are affected by the motion of the
slab.

III. THE REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION
COEFFICIENTS

The reQection coeKcient and the transmission coeNcient are dehned, respectively, by the relations

R=n S/n S.

where

T= IGs/'oi'cosH&'&/cosHo,

8()—k ()/P (')+k (~) jI
cosH&'&=-k, &'&/fk, &'&'+k, &'&'Jl',

T=n S/n S, ,

where e is the unit vector normal to the interface and

Q,.=L(F(o)(H*(I))

S,=-,'(E()XH*( &)

(F()yH*())

The asterisk signi6es the complex conjugate of the function. Simplifying Eqs. (25) and (26) gives

2= iA„/Zoi'cosH&"&/cosHp,

(26)

(2&)

(28)

(29)

(3O)

(31)

(32)

(33)

k, ('), k, ("), k «&, and k, &'& are given by Eqs. (19) when the dielectric slab is moving uniformly in the positive g
direction, and they are given by Eqs. (23) when the dielectric slab is moving uniformly in the positive s direction.
Making the appropriate substitutions into Eqs. (30) and (31), one has, for the case v=q, e„

y.'(pi/oo —1)'(1—P. sine())'sino(g. kod)
E.,=

4g cos Hp cos ('g kg)+(g '+cos'Hp)'sin'(g, kg)
(34)

for the case v= v,c„

where

xv*'(pi/po —1)'(1+P,cosHo)'sin'(g, kod)
R.=

2 2 2 24 *' '(o 8o+'*)' o'(.kod)+L '+ '(o 8+P.)')' '(,kod)

4y.'g, '(cosHp+P, )'

47'"''(cosHo+P. )' cos'(g, kod)+pq. '+y.'(cosHo+ p.)'j' sin'(g, kod)

y, '[2P,+(1+P,') cosHof(1+2P, cosHo+PP)'

cosHo(sin'Ho+y, 4$2P.+(1+PAL) cosHp)')'I'

(36)

(37)

(38)

It is interesting to note that for the case v=v, e„(v.,~O), 8,+T,N 1.This is because of energy transfer from the
moving slab to the rejected wave. A similar situation also occurs in the case of a perfectly rejecting mirror moving
normal to its surface. In that case, the power density of the rejected wave in the direction normal to the surface
is greater than that of the incident wave.

It can be seen from Eqs. (34)—(38) that the reQection and the transmission coeKcients are rather complicated
functions of the angle of incidence, the velocity, the thickness, and the dielectric constant of the s]ab. To have a
qualitative idea of how the reAection and the transmission coefficients vary as a function of the velocity of the
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FIG. 2. The reQection and transmission coefficients as
functions of ~v /0 ~

for normal incidence.
FIG. 3. The reQection and transmission coeKcients as

functions of v, /0 for normal incidence.

moving slab, we shall consider the limiting case of normal incidence. At normal incidence, i.e., ff0=0, Fqs. (34)-
(38) reduce to

E. =
4p (ei/ep p ) cot [pzkpd(el/ep p 2)1/2]+[y 2(el/ep p 2)+1J2

(39)

z,=/
I/'+P l' 1

k1 Ps/ 4(e—r/ep) cot~['r~kpd(el/ep)" (1+Pg)j+((er/ep)+1))'

4 (er/ep)/sin'[ygkpd (er/ep)'~2 (1+P,)g
Ts—

4(e /e ) cot2[y, kpd(er/ep) (1+P,)j+((c,/eII)+1)'

(41)

(42)

Equations (39)—(42) are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3. In these flgures the reflection coeKcient and the transmission
co scient are plotted as a function of the velocity' of the moving slab. It is assumed that er/ep —2.0 and kpd (ei/ep) ii2

=2r/2. Figure 2 shows that the reflection coefFicient and the transmission coeKcient oscillate more and more rapidly
as p, approaches unity. The oscillations are caused by the rapid change of the equivalent electrical thickness of the
slab with velocity as viewed from the S system. Inspection of Eqs. (39) and (40) shows that p, and T, are even
functions of P„as expected.

Figure 3 shows that the reflection coefFicient also oscillates more and more rapidly as p, varies from —1. and +1
and its envelope increases monotonically without bounds from zero. On the other hand, one notes from the same
flgure that the transmission coefFicient oscillates between 4/(1+ 00/ei)' and 1 provided that kpd(et/ep)i 2= 2r/2, and
the frequency of oscillation increases as p, changes from —1 to 1. The fact that the reflection coeKcient can be
greater than 1 is worth noting. It means that the rejected energy can be more than the energy of the incident wave
as far as the observer who is stationary with respect to the S system is concerned. Apparently, there is energy
transfer from the moving slab to the rejected wave. It is also interesting to note that as far as an observer who js
stationary with respect to the S system is concerned, the frequency of the transmitted wave suffers no frequency
shift due to the constant motion of the dielectric slab.


